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Docket No. 50-352/353

Mr. Edward G. Bauer, Jr.
Vice President & General Counsel
Philadelphia Electric Company
2301-Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Dear Mr. Bauer:

SUBJECT: FEMA /RAC Informal Evaluation of Offsite
Emergency Planning for Limerick

The enclosed memorandum from Richard W. Krimm, Assistant Associate Director,
Office of Natural and Technological Hazards Programs, FEMA, dated
May 25, 1984 , forwards the FEMA /RAC informal evaluation of the offsite
emergency plans for the Limerick Generating Station. This evaluation is sent
as an addendum to, and may serve to clarify, if necessary, FEMA's Interim
Finding dated May 8, 1984.

As before, FEMA finds that, at this-point in the planning process the local
.

offsite emergency response plans developed for incidents at the Limerick
Generating Station are inadequate. FEMA will update this finding when
revised plans have been submitted and reviewed by FEMA Region III and
Headquarters.

We are forwarding the FEMA /RAC informal evaluation to you and request that
the Philadelphia Electric Company coordinate its planning efforts with those
of the State and lccal emergency planning authorities to ensure that the
deficiencies in the offsite emergency plans identified by FEMA are corrected
in a timely manner.

Sincerely,
.

A. Schwencer, Chief
,

Licensing Branch No.12
Division of Licensing

Enclosure: As state
cc: See next page
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Docket No. 50-352/353

Mr. Edward G. Bauer, Jr.
Vice President & General Counsel
Philadelphia Electric Company
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Dear Mr. Rauer:

SUBJECT: FEMA /RAC Informal Evaluation of Offsite
Emergency Planning for Limerick

The enclosed memorandum from Richard W. Krimm, Assistant Associate Director,
Office of Natur al and Technological llazards Prograns, FEMA, dated
May 25, 1984 , forwards the FEMA /RAC informal evaluation of the offsite
energency plans for the Limerick Generating Station. This evaluation is sent
as an addendum to, and may serve to clarify, if necessary, FEMA's Interim
Finding dated May 8, 1984.

As before, FEMA finds that, at this point in the planning process, the local
offsite emergency response plans developed for incidents at the Limerick
Cenerating Station are inadequate. FEMA will update this finding when
revised plans have been submitted and reviewed by FEMA Region III and
lleadouarters.

We are forwarding the FEMA /RAC informal evaluation to you and request that
the Philadelphia Electric Company coordinate its planning efforts with those
of the State and local energency planning authorities to ensure that the
deficiencies in the offsite emergency plans identified by FEMA are corrected
in a timely manner.

Sincerely,
.

1

2 M G l'f f ) t - --c y~
A. Schwencer, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 2
Division of Licensing

Enclosure: As stated
cc: See next page
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Mr. Edward G. Bauer, Jr.*

Vice President & General Counsel
Philadelphia Electric Company
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

cc: Troy B. Conner, Jr., Esquire Mr. Marvin I. Lewis
Conner and Wetterhahn 6504 Bradford Terrace
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19149
Washington, D. C. 20006

Frank R. Romano, Chairman
Zori G. Ferkin Air & Water Pollution Patrol
Assistant Counsel 61 Forest Avenue
Governor's Energy Council Ambler, Pennsylvania 19002
P . O. Box B010
1625 N. Front Street Charles W. Elliott, Esquire
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105 Brose & Poswistilo,1101 Bldg.

lith & Northampton Streets
Honorable Lawrence Coughlin Easton, Pennsylvania 18042
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States Phyllis Zitzer, President
Washington, D. C. 20515 Limerick Ecology Action

P. O. Box 761
Roger B. Reynolds, Jr., Esquire Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464
324 Swede Street

''Norristown, Pennsylvania 19401 Mr. Karl Abraham
Public Affairs Officer

Frederic M. Wentz Region I
County Solicitor U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
County of Montgomery 631 Park Avenue
Courthou se King of Prussia, PA 19806
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19404

Mr. Suresh Chaudhary
Eugene J. Bradley Resident Inspector
Philadelphia Electric Company U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Associate General Counsel P. O. Box.47
2301 Market Street Sanatoga, PA 19464
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Joseph H. White Ill
Mr. Vincent Boyer 8 North Warner Avenue
Senior Vice President Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
Nuclear Operations
Philadelphia Electric Company Janes Wiggins, Sr. R. 1.
2301 Market Street U. S. NRC
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101 P. O. Box 47-

Sanatoga, Pennsylvania 19464

,
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Limerick -2-
!

Thomas Gerusky, Director Sugarman, Denworth & Hellegers
-

Bureau of Radiation Protection 16 th Floor Center Plaza
Dept. of Environmental Resources 101 North Broad Street
5th Floor, Fulton Bank Bldg. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
Third & Locust Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Angus Love, Esq.
Director, Pennsylvania Emergency 107 East Main Street

Management Agency Norristown, Pennsylvania 19401
Basement, Transportation &

Safety Building
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Lawrence Brenner, Esq.
Robert L. Anthony Administrative Judge
Friends of the Earth of the Atomic Safety & Licensing Board

Delaware Valley U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
103 Ve rnon Lane, Box 186 Washington, DC 20555
Moylan. Pennsylvania 19065

Dr. Peter A. Morris
Martha W. ' Bush. E sq. Adm'nistrat've Judge
Deputy City Solic' tor Aton'c Saf ety 4 L'cens'ng Board
Municipal Services Bldg. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiss oni

15th and JFK Blvd. Washington OC 20555
Philadelphia, PA 1910/

,,

David Wersan, Esq. Dr. Richard F. Cole
Assistant Consumer Advocate Admini &Jtive Judge
Office of Consumer Advocate Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
1425 Strawberry Square U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Harrisburg Pennsylvania 17120 Washington, D. C. 20555

S teven P . Hershey, E sq. Mr. J . T . Robb , N2-1
Connunity Legal Services, Inc. Philadelphia Electric Company
Law Center North Central - Bevry Bldg. 2301 Market Street
3701 North Broad Street Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19140'

Mr. Spence W. Perry, Esq.
.

Jacqueline 1. Ruttenherg. - Esq. Associate General Counsel
The Keystone Alliance Federal Energency Management Agency
3700 Chestnut Street Room 840 .

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 500 C St. , S.W.

Washington, D. C. 20472
Timothy R. S. Campbell , Director
Department of Emergency Services '
.14 East Biddle Street.
West Chester, Pennsylvania 19380 |
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Mr. Edward G. Bauer, J r. - - 3-
.

cc: Chairman
'

Board of Supervisors of
Limerick Township

646 West Ridge Pike
Limerick, Pennsylvania 19468

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
ATIN: EIS Coordinator
Region III Office
Curtis Building (Sixth Floor)
6th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

Governor's Office of State Planning
and Development

ATTN: Coordinator, Pennsylvania State
C learinghouse

P. O. Box 1323
liarrisburg, Pennsylvania 17102

Department of Environmental Resources
ATIN: Director, Office of Radiological Health
P. O. Box 2063
ilarrisburg, . Pennsylvania 17105
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f. Mg'l Federal Emergency Management Agency-

1 Washington, D.C. 20472
.

MAY 251984

MEMORANDUM FOR: Edward L. Jordan
Director, Division of Emergency Preparedness

and Engineering Response
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

FROM: R a'r
Assistant Associate Director
Office of Natural and Technological'

Hazards Programs

SUBJECT: Federal Emergency Management Agency / Regional Assistance *

Committee Informal Evaluation of the Offsite Radiological
, Emergency Response Plans (RERP) for the Limerick GeneratingStation

.

Attached is a copy of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)/ Regional'

Ascistance Committee Informal Evaluation of the offsite RERP for the LimerickGenerating Station. The Informal Evaluation dated April 27, 1984, wasprepared by Region III. A copy is being forwarded to the Pennsylvania Emergency
Management Agency for their use in upgrading the offsite RERP. This evaluation
is sent to you as an addendum to the Interim Finding on the offsite RERP for
the Limerick Generating Station, which was sent on May 8,1984.

The evaluation includes an element-by-element analysis of the adequacy of
these plans, and may serve to clarify, if necessary, the Interim Finding.
As before, FEMA finds that, at this point in the planning process, the
local offsite emergency response plans developed for incidents at the
Limerick Generating Station are inadequate. We will update this finding

i

when revised plans have been submitted and reviewed by FEMA Region III andHeadquarters.

If you have any questions on the Limerick Interim Finding, please contact
Mr. Robert S. Wilkerson, Chief, Technological Hazards Division, at 287-0200.

Attachments
As Stated

.

,
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/ Federal Emergency Management Agency
''

;
p +
1 f Region III 6th & Walnut Streets Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

.*.

April 27, 1984

I

hMEMORANDUM FOR: Robert S. Wilkerson, Chief
Technological Hazards Division

Attention: Gerry Smith

1lI }C.wwL
h., JJames R. Asher, ChairmanFROM:

Regional Assistance Committee

SUBJECT: Federal Emergency Management Agency / Regional
Assistance Committee. Region III Informal
Evaluation of the Offsite Radiological
Emergency Response Plans Site-Specific to
the Limerick Generating Station

~
Attached is a copy of the above-referenced report for your information. a
copy of which has also been forwarded to the Pennsylvania Emergency Manage-
ment Agency. If you have any questions or comments regarding its contents.' please contact Rick Kinard at (FTS) 597-1781.

Attachment

-
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

AND REGIONAL ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE, REGION III
i

.

INFORMAL EVALUATION OF THE OFFSITE

RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS4

SITE-SPECIFIC TO THE LIMERICK GENERATING STATION
"

.

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Environmental Protection Agency
Department of Energy

; Department of Transportation

Food and Drug Administration
~

Public Health Service
*

U.S. Department of Agriculture
g

,

April 2 7,1984
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Rating Key: A = Adequate
I = Inadequate

PLANNING STANDARD /
ELEMEFf RATING COMMENTS

~

A. Assignment of Responsibility (Organizational Control)

A.1.a. A The various County Radiological Emergency Response Plans
(RERP) identify the major State, local, Federal and private
sector organisations intended to be part of the overall re-
sponse organisations under the " Responsibilities" section of
the Basic Plan. This includes a detailed breakdown of the
risk Counties' duties in general, as well as a listing of the

- specific County staff assignments. Other entities listed
include the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (specific State
agencies), the Federal Government, municipalities and the
American Red Cross. The County plans also contain two
Appendices that detail the respective EOC's staff organization
and the interrelationships of organizations.

As of September 1983, the U.S. Department of Agriculture-

established Food and Agriculture Councils (FACs) at the State
and local level. Future revisions of the plan should change
all refurences from the USDA State and County Emergency Boards
to the USDA State and local FACs.

A.1.b. A The operational roles of the Counties, municipalities and
school districts are handled in two ways. There is a listing
of _ responsibilities in general terms and by functional areas,
i.e. public information, transportation, medical support,
evacuation, etc. The various jurisdictions also have deline-

*

ated their concept of operations. In the case of the Counties
these have been presented in a general operational format and-

also by functional area. School districts have shown their i
concept of operations based on the alternatives of school in
session / school not in session. In all cases, the concept of
operations are broken down by classification levels, thus
providing for a coordinated response effort.

A.1.c. A Each County delineates the basic concept of operations and
interrelationship of orgsnisations on a County *EOC Staff
Organisation" chart, a " Primary and Support Responsibilities"
chart and an " Interrelationships of Organisations" block
diagram.

The block diagrams should be reezamined for accuracy. For
example, in the Montgomery County RERP there appears to be a
simup in that the Industrial Liaison Officer has the primary
role for school services and is not given any role in industrial
liaison.
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~ PLANNING STANDARD /
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ELEMENT RATING COMMENTS

A.I.d. A Each organization.has identified a specific individual, by
title, who would be in charge of their emergency response.
At the County level, the responsibility for decisionmaking |

lies with the Commissioners, while a Director has been1

appointed for the implementation of the RERP. Municipal
governmental bodies have the responsibility for th; safety, ,

and protection of the public vithin their j urisdiction, as
well as providing direction and control of the emergency
organization. An Emergency Management Coordinator (EMC) is
designated to coordinate response actions at the local EOC.
School Superintendents are responsible for assuring the safety,

of all students and staff, along with notification and co-
| ordination of transportation resources for non profit, private
: schools within the territory of their respective school district.
! Building principals are responsible for the coordination of
: protective actions within their schools and for the safety of

.'

students and staff. |r

A.1.e. I Each County calls for 24-hour response through paid staffi

supplemented by volunteers. There is no precise reference to
-

a 24-hour per day manning of communication links, although it'

is assumed that this would be accomplished through the police /
. fire / emergency medical communications network. A more specific!

reference in the plans is needed to deal with this point.
I

Twenty-four hour emergency response at the municipal level is;

; not assured due to the fact that many staff positions are
vacant at the present time. !

s

; A.2.a. A A " Primary and Support Responsibilities" chart is available
in all three County plans containing such functional areas,

Direction and Control, Communications, Alert / Notification.as:. .

Public Information, Fire and Rescue. Police Services, Medical.

I

Support, Military Support, Transportation Evacuation. Traffic-;

Control, Mass Care, Radiological Exposure Control, School '
j Services, Agriculture Reentry, Resource Requirements, Training,
!

i
Exercises and Drills, Agreements, Supporting Plans and Imple-
menting Procedures, Municipal Plans, Maps and Industrial,

| Liaison.
I

i These functions are divided among the various officers /
| coordinators / officials. These items can be considered to be! the more significant planning and/or preparedness issues that
| the local governments would be expected to address. Annexes

to the Basic County plans have been included addressing each
one of these categories, in most instances, by emergency jclassification level.

I
1

2

i
-
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PLANNING'STENDARD/
ELEMENT RATING COMMENTS ~

Specific functional responsibilities of municipalities and<

i school districts are contained in their respective plans.

A.2.b. A The legal basis for the preparation and implementation of the
various RERPs (P.L.1332, Pennsylvania Emergency Management
Services Act of 1978)'is contained in all plans, with a few
possible exceptions.-

A.3. I Federal response efforts will be coordinated through the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The State's role is deline-
sted, in detail, in Annex E to the Commonwealth's Disaster

! Operations Plan, and is summarized in the risk Counties'
RERP.

Agreements and Statements of Understanding with local and
supiort organizations are in various stages of development,
with some complete and some still in the process of being4

'

fo rmulated. When finalized, they will cover such critical
areas as the American Red Cross, EBS stations, amateur radio
organizations, transportation, roadway clearance and fuel
resources, relocation points for emergency services located
within the plume exposure EPZ, mass care and reception centers,
emergency worker decontamination stations, host schools, etc.-

; A.4. I The three risk Counties, when augmented by emergency personnel .
' '

are capable of responding to an' emergency at the Limerick
Generating Station for an extended period. The respective
Directors / Coordinators have been designated as the individuals ,;

j responsible for ensuring that the County EOCs are, at all
times, capable of being operated on a protracted 24-hour
basis. It is recommended that a more specific statement- be

i included in Annex A of the County RERPs designating those 1

: officials responsible for assuring continuity.of resources,

) (technical, administrative, material).,

1

As noted under element A. I.e. , twenty-four hour response at I, ;

the municipal level is not assured due to the fact that many ;
*

I staff positions are vacant at present. |

i

C. Emergency Response Support and Resources

i C.I.c. A The Pennsylvania Bsergency Management Agency (PEMA) is re-
i sponsible for making the necessary arrangements to support

the Federal government response personnel. The Counties will-
cooperate with the Federal Government, PEMA and the Pennsyl-,

vania Department of ~ General Services in planning for, and j
making, necessary support arrangements. It is recommended j

i that a complete statement such as Section II.D., Annex Q of I

the Chester County RERP should be added to the. appropriate '
; section of the Montgomery and Berks Counties' RERPs. |
l. !

:

3
:
l
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ELEMENT RATING COMMENTS

C. 2. a. . A None of the three risk Counties will have a representative at I
the Limerick EOF as they are not involved in accident assess- |
ment.. There is a question as to why this subject was dealt '

with under the " Communications" Annex.

C.4. I As noted under element A.3. , support facilities, organizations.

or individuals have been thoroughly documented in the various
RERPs. However, at the present time the process of obtaining
the necessary letters of agreement is still underway.

i

It should be noted that . the definition of "IRAP" in the Radio-
.

logical Exposure Control Annexes of the County plans should
<

be replaced by "FRMAP" - Federal Radiological Monitoring and
Assessment Plan.

,

D. Emergency Classification System

D.3. A All local organizations are utilizing the standard emergency !'

classification and energency action level scheme which is in
complete conformance with that established by the utility.

i, i

D.4. A Detailed response plans have been developed by all political ,

|

jurisdictions (Counties, municipalities, school districts),

| based upon the emergency action levels and protective action'

alternatives.
I The overall responsibility for decision making

within the Counties and municipalities lies with their respec-
| tive governmental bodies, while the Superintendent of Schools

will be responsible for their particular school district.
*

The. authority to compel an evacuation rests only with the
I Governor and is based on recommendations received from PEMA

-

and the Bureau of Radiation Protection (BRP). It is noted
that the County Commissioners can recommend an evacuation,

.

;but they cannot compel it. However, there is a difference asg ;

-

,

to the possible source of the recommendation. Montgomery '

,

{ County cites the Limerick Generating Station or the Phila-
delphia Electric Company, Chester County cites PEMA and Berks
County cites PEMA and BRP. The three risk Counties should
agree on the same organizational source (s) for protective
action recommendations.,

E. Notification Methods and Procedures

E.1. -I The method of notifying the risk Counties is incomplete, most'

likely due to the fact that the general public alert and
notification system is currently undergoing a complete revision.-
Specific details are needed as to the method to be utilized
and the organization (s) who will be performing the notifi--,

'

cation of the Counties at each classification level. Montgomery
!

'

!
l

4
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ELEMENT RATING COMMENTS

'

County does have a " Method of Receipt of Action Information"
on page 22 of the Basic Plan, but it is not tied into any
specific organization nor emergency action level.

There is the provision for the logging of information on an
official " Incident Notification Form." This form appears to,

. be very comprehensive in nature and includes a space to
i record the telephone number of the caller which can be used

for verification. However, there are no provisions for
i verification of messages by the support Counties or the risk

municipalities.

In the event of an incident at Limerick, the County Communi-
cations Departments will notify the risk municipalities,
starting at the Alert stage, with the telephone being the
primary means of notification. Consideration should be given
to developing an abbreviated " Incident Notification Form" for
use by the municipalities.

E.2. A All County, municipal and school district plans have detailed
procedures regarding the alerting, notifying and mobilizing
of emergency response personnel. This includes County, munici--

'

. pal and school district personnel as well as other organi-
| zations involved in emergency response, such as the American

Red Cross, health care and other special f acilities, recre-
ation areas, major industries / utilities, transportation
systems, etc. For consistency, the Chester County plan
should call for the notification of health care f acilities in
Annex C, as it does under the Chester County Operations
section and under Annex G. Notification will occur, for the

;
most part, at the Alert stage with partial mobilization
occurring at that point. Call down lists are included in the4

applicable plans.
? -

E.5. I The three Counties have determined the point (Montgomery andl
Berks - Alert, Chester - Site Emergency) at which they may;

*

commence issuing public information statements via the press'

or media, explaining actions being taken to protect residents
and transients within the plume EPZ. There is concern with
the statement in the Montgomery County RERP (Annex D, Section,

j III.E.) that reads: " Coordination with PEMA is at the dis- i

cretion of the Commissioners, the OEP Director / Coordinator or
)his designated alternate." Coordination of all public infor-
i

nation releases is essential in order to prevent possibly l
. contradictory information that would confuse the general

public.

!

| At the point it becomes necessary to alert the public .(due to
! potential dangers and/or the need to take protective actions),

PEMA will coordinate among the three risk Counties the specific
!

-

2
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ELEMENT RATING COMMENTS
|

time to activate the public alert / notification system and the
Counties will determine the appropriate EBS announcements to ,

make. These (EBS) announcements will not be made before the
public alert system is activated.

The various EBS stations are contacted beginning at the Alert
.

stage, requested to review all the prepared announcements -and
place the alerting and warning system on standby status.
There is some difference (and thus sabiguity) between the

'

wording utilized in the Montgomery County plan on the one
hand and the Berka and Chester County plans, on the other.
The fort nr states that, at the appropriate time, the County
Director / Coordinator will notify the EBS station and verify
that appropriate announcements have been made, while the
other two Counties are committed only to verification that
the correct announcennets have been transmitted. If the EMCs r

in Chester and Berks are responsible for activating their EBS
station this should be specified in the plan.

|

Finally, and most critically, according to the Pennsylvania
EBS Operational Plan, dated December 1982, the EBS stations-

,

referenced in the Montgomery and Chester County plans are not
'

the primary stations. Both Counties lie within the Philadelphia
extended area and thus their designated stations should be
WIP or WMNR-FM. There is concern that backup power would not
be available in the case of power failure and, in Chester
County's case, the f act that the EBS station is not operational
24 hours a day. If an incident occurs at night and/or during
inclement weather significant time could lapse before critical
information could be broadcast to the public in Chester County.

E.6. *1 Because of a decision by the utility to switch from a Tellabs f
"294" community alerting system to a standard stren systes ;

(after the plans were submitted for informal review), the i*

plans do not reflect the current situation..

In addition, route alerting teams vill be used as a supplement
to the public alert system and will travel pre-designated
routes utilising public address systema to instruct residents
in areas where there is a known system failure to tune to
their EBS stations. The teams will also directly contact any
individuals along their designated route who have been
identified as hearing-impaired and transient locations to
ensure notification has been received.

The establishment of the various route alert sectors and the
designation of specific fire departments to those sectors is
incomplete at present. There appears to be a difference be-
tween the County and municipal plans. The County RERPs refer

6

^
-
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t;o." predesignated route alert teams" while the municipal |
r plans state that " specific assignments will be made at the

|
4 - *

,' time of mobilisation..." j
i
j Where applicable, transient locations need to be added to
1 municipal plans, as route alerting may be the primary means of ',

j notification for these areas. '

s

! E.7. < 'A Draf t messages have been included in the County RERPs to be
j utilised during an energency, whenever necessary. Subject ;
i areas includes . " Sheltering Alerting and Warning EBS Announce- |, ,~

ment," " Selective Evacuation Alerting and Warning EBS (
,

; Announcement," " General Evacuation Alerting and Warning EBS
! Announcement," " School Evacuation Alerting and Warning EBS,

1 / Announcement," along with a " Reentry and Recovery Alerting and
j Warning EBS Announcement" and an " Alert and Warning EBS
i Announcement." These messages appear to be comprehensive in |
! nature and would, for the most part, he easily understood in

|; an emergency situation. It is noted under the " General '

! Evacuation..." announcement that reference la made to the
| Energency Information Brochure. It is important that the

L
~

evacuation map (s) included in that brochure be easily under-i i~

;

stood as some of the directions in the " General Evacuation..." |

! announcement are somewhat vague (southwestern part of Pottstown, i
eastern Schuylkill Township, etc.). If detailed maps are not i!
included in the brochure it could lead to confusion, resulting i,.

' in overcrowding on some evacuation routes and underutilisation.

; of others. Certain information remains to be added to the
,

i
; " School Evacuation..." announcement in the Montgomery Countye

RERP. .
.

F. pmergency Ceaunications.
.

'

j F.1.a. r1 As noted under G1ceent E.1., details are needed as to the !
-

method to be utilised (including means of commenteation) andg4

; the organisation(s) who will be notifytag the three risk
Counties. Also, a more precise statement regarding 24-hour,

j per day manning of communications linha is needed, as noted
'

; / under element A.1.e. !
' ,

.-D;

! ,

| 1'' Once staffing of the sun,1cipal emergency operations centers
; (r has been finalised, consideration should be given to adding

(// another centset person to the lists contained la the County ',

/ / pleas, thus providing an alternative somree to whom to relay
f the notification information. There is a sensers that the,

: notification process to the municipalities sould be slowed
'

'

1 *

significantly if the local EMC is not accessible and no other
^; j contact is readily available. -

;
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F.1.b. I Appendix B-1 of the Montgomery County RERP delinestes, in a
! very thorough manner, the capabilities of their communication
i system, including the equipment that would be utilised to

| interface with other Counties (risk and support). Although
j the Chester and Berks County plana have somewhat similar

charts that detail communications equipment, capabilities need'

,

to be dealt with as well. Neither of the latter two plans-
,

j addresses inter-County communications.
'

The role of Montgomery County as the alternate facility
notification source in the event of a breakdown in communi-

j cations between PEMA and Limerick is somewhat vague. The
j County will serve as the source of information to Chest'er and.

j Berks Counties. It is implied that they will keep PENA
| informed, as well, but there is no explicit statement to that
j effect. In addition, there is no mention of the line of

communications to BRP. This would be critical in the event ofa

l the need for a protective action reconsendation. It is
j unclear whether BRP would continue to communicate through PEMA
j or would consunicate directly with Montgomery County. Please
{ clarify.

| F.1.c. I The Montgomery County plan states that all comunications with
|, the Federal Government will be through PEMA. The Chester and |'

Berks County plans do not specifically address this issue.
,

F.1.d. I. The entire notification and communications system is in a
j state of flux, including the means of cosaunication between
j the Limerick Generating Station and/or the EOF and the risk
j County EOCs. Thus, no details concerning the system are in-
j cluded in the plans at the present time.

h F.1.e. *A All three Counties' RERPs discuss their alert / notification !

! actions under Annex C. The Montgomery County procedures are. !
I *

clearly the preferred means of dealing.with this function in, -

i that at all energency classifiestion levels there is a precise
j reference to all individuals or organisations and whether they '
j are to be placed on standby, or mobilised. The Berks and

Chester County plans should be esponded to reflect the infor-4

! mation contained in the Montgomery County plan. As an
,

esemple, at the " Alert" stage the Mass Care Coordinator andi '

: the Southeastern Pennsylvania Chapter of the American Red '

j Cross would be notified by the Montgenery County EOC. Yet
| there do not appear to be any steiler arrangements in the

other risk Counties to notify their Mass Care Coordinator / Red
Cross. ,

,

All municipal plans have provisions for the motification and
; activation of energency response personnel.

'

A
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F.2. A The three risk Counties maintain an emergency medical com-
munications network that provides for direct communications
with their respective ambulance associations. There are no
hospitals or nursing homes within the Berks County portion of
the EPZ. In the two other counties it is assumed that contact
from the EOCs will be by telephone. Please clarify.,

,

Both Chester and Montgomery Counties include an appendex to
Annex C (Medical Support) detailing the risk and host hospitals .
and nursing homes. The Montgomery County list includes ad-
dresses and telephone numbers; it is recommended that this
information be added to the Chester County list, as well.,

F.3. A All Counties call for e periodic testing of the communications
sytea, including municipalities and other response organizations.
It would be beneficial to add " testing" information, as found
on page B-3 of the Chester County RERP, to the Montgomery and
Berks County Plans.

G. Public Education and Information

G. I . a. , I All risk Counties' plans discuss the fact that pablic infor-
Col.b., nation materials will be reviewed and distribute /. on an annual
G.I.c. & basis. The information will instruct the public at risk how. ,

|* G.I.d. they will be notified, what their actions will be and who to
contact for further information in the event of an incident
at Limerick. Protective measures and the needs of the handi-
capped should also be included. Also, see element E.7.

.

-Until such time as these materials have been prepared and
reviewed by the Regional Office, this element will remain
o pen. This review will occur prior to, or at the time of,,

"

formal review. A final decision on the program's adequacy
will be made at that time. '

.

.

i
i G.2. I As noted under element C.1. , the public information program

is still at an early stage of development and thus a final
decision on its adequacy will have to wait until such time as
it 'h'4s been reviewed in detail.

-1,

C.3.a. A ,,The three risk Counties have established the points of contact !
, and the physical locations for use' by the news media during
an energency. The media centers will be opened whenever the

|

EOC'is activated (or in Montgomery County's case, at Site-
Emergency). The locations are: Berks County - auditorium of
the County Agriculture Center; Chester County - Room 322 of '
the Hazlett Building; Montgomery County - fifth floor con-
forence room, Courthouse. 'These centers'will be staffed by
their respective Public Information Officers -(PIO).

,

t

o
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G.4.a. A The Chairman of the Board of County Commissioners, or his
designee, will serve as their County's spokesperson in the
event of an incident associated with the Limerick Generating
Station. The County spokesperson will coordinate with the
PIO prior to the telease of public information during an

,
incident.

.

There appears to be some confusion as to whether the spokes-
person will be briefed by the PIO (as in the case of Berks
and Chester Counties), or will brief the PIO (Montgomery '

County).

G.4.b. I There is no specific reference in the "Public Instruction"
annexes for the exchange of information between designated

~

spokespersons, thus creating the possibility of confusing
and/or contradictory information being given to the public.

G.4.c. A Each County will establish a Rumor Control Center whenever
the EOC is activated (or with Montgomery County, possibly at
Site Emergency) and will be staffed, and operated, by the
respective PIOS in Berks and Chester Counties and by the

. Operations Officer in Montgomery County. The rumor control
numbers have been established and will be published as the
primary numbers for responding to questions from the general
public. The need for additional telephone lines and/or staff
to man the centers will be coordinated by the Coordinator /
Director.

,

G.S. I The three Counties will participate in an annual news media
orientation, sponsored by PEMA. The orientation will acquaint
news media representatives with radiological emergency response
plans and points of contact for release of public information
during an emergency. Information concerning radiation should

,
also be discussed.-2

i
Once the program has been established.it will be reviewed in
more detail, and a final decision made on its adequacy.

'
>

- H. Emergency Pacilities and Equipment
,

H.3. A The various governmental jurisdictions, both County and
municipal, have established emergency operations centers for
use in directing and controlling response functions. Some
municipalities, which are located entirely within the plume
EPZ, are still in the process of determining alternate lo--

| cations for their EOC in the event of a general evacuation.

|

.

.

;
;

!
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! H.4. I As noted under element E.2., each organization has provided
for the timely activation of the facilities and centers-

described in the various plans. However, there is still a
concern regarding the staffing of the municipal EOCs, in-

i particular, as many staff positions remain vacant at the

; present time.
,

H.7. A The risk Counties rely totally on the Bureau of Radiation
Protection for such technical tasks as incident assessment I

; and air monitoring for detection and definition of the radio-
active plume.

Monitoring (or survey) equipment is required for decontamin- |
*

.
ation monitoring of emergency workers and the general public. |'
The CDV-700, a geiger counter, will be utilized for this I

purpose. Chester County has determined the need for 180
survey meters , Berks - 90, while Montgomery has not made a
determination as to the necessary numbers. The two support
Counties (Bucks and Lehigh) need approximately 161 and 105,
respectively.

.

According to a telephone conversation with PEMA on March 30,
1984, adequate nunbers of equipment are available to handle

i,
the monitoring requirements of emergency workers and the
general public. Once Montgomery County has included the

j number of CDV-700s it expects to need in their plan, this
element will be completely satisfied.

H.10. I Although the County RERPs call for an inventory-inspection-
operational check of the special issue and set-aside equipment ~
and KI, it is only scheduled to take place annually rather
than quarterly, or after each use. There is no assurance.

: that sufficient reserves are available to replace that equip-
ment which has been removed for calibration or repair. Also-

6
"

there is no statement that calibration of equipment will be
' at intervals recommended by the supplier of the equipment.
*

H.11. I As noted under element H.7., a listing of radiologica) mon-
itoring equipment has been compiled for all Counties except

'
Montgomery. Protective equipment would consist of double
clothing (rain gear) and~ respiratory protection (self-
contained breathing apparatus or improvised measures, if j
necessary); there is no need for a listing of this information. i!

Although communications equipment is not identified in specific
. detail (in terms of numbers), the " Communication Systems
Capabilities' appendices address .the subject. See element
F.1.b. concerning the need to expand. the Berks -and Chester,

County charts. Information regarding emergency supplies is
! scattered throughout the different plans, in various stages

lof completion."

, . _ _ _ _ _ __
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l

The Consolidated Resource Lists needs to be completed for |
each risk municipality and then included in the applicable

!
County RERP, as well.

1

H.12. A The Counties and municipalities will rely upon BRP, through
PEMA, 'for incident assessment, field monitoring, and repre-,

sentation at the Limerick EOF, for the receipt, analysis and-

coordination of field monitoring data.

I. Accident Assessment

I.7. A See the comment to element H.12. |

;

I.8. A See the comment to element H.12.
'

J. Protective Response

1

J.2. A Although the Montgomery County RERP states that a review of '

the Limerick Generating Station's plans for evacuation and
reception of on-site personnel will take place in order to
ensure consistency, certain " highlights" of the Limerick
plan should be included in the Montgomery County RERP. This'

would include, at a minimum, such information as evacuation

routes and relocation areas, to be used by plant personnel.
.

J.9. I Protective measures have been identified for both the general
public and emergency workers. Protective actions for the,

general public include sheltering, selective evacuation and
general evacuation. Items that would be implemented in
support of. these actions would include traffic and access
control, mass care, agriculture, transportation, medical
support, etc. Protective measures for emergency workers
will take the form of radiological exposure control. They
will be provided with the necessary dosimeters , radioprotective.,

drugs (KI), and, when needed, double clothing and respiratorz
protection, along with up-to-date and critical information

'
such as radiation levels, plume direction and speed, increased
risks due to radiation exposure, etc. Decontamination is
available for both the general public and emergency workers.
Institutional personnel will be discussed in detail under
element J.10.d.

'

Although the framework has been established as to how the
various County, municipal and private organizations will
respond to an emergency at Limerick, and the criteria for
initiating protective actions (including PAGS) has been
delineated, it is still not apparent that there is an ability,
at this point'in the planning and preparedness process, to
laplement protective measures. This is based on information

12
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!

and/or resources that are lacking at this point in time. '
4

These include vacant positions at the municipal level, unset i
needs and resources, outstanding letters of agreement, and |

incomplete information on transit-dependent individuals,
etc.

J.10.a'. I An evacuation plan map is currently included in all Countyt

and municipal RERPs, containing a detailed representation of
evacuation routes. Please clarify as to why a map identical,
or similar to, this map was not included in school district
plans. Maps showing reception centers, mass care centers
and host schools have yet to be developed. Radiological
sampling and monitoring points need .not be mapped as this is
not a responsibility of the local governments.

Evacuation support maps need to be completed for each risk
municipality.,

J.10.b. A Each County plan, in an appendix, provides information regard-
ing population data by sector and by miles (2-5-10). This
is considered to be adequate since there are no evacuation
areas , per se; the entire plume EPZ will be evacuated , if.

necessary. However, Montgomery County does have a population
sector map on page W-5-1. The other Counties should consider
adding a similar map to their plans.a

A

J.10.c. I See comments to elements E.5. and E.6.

2 J.10.d. I Information concerning this element is not complete at the
present time as plans have not been received, by FEMA, for
the State Correctional Institution, Craterford. In addition,
the municipalities have not completed developing listings of

; homebound individuals, requiring ambulance transportation or
other special assistance in the event of an incident at the-

1 Limerick Generating Station. i

| There are two hospitals and four nursing homes in Montgomery
County and one hospital and three nursing homes in Chester
County; there are currently no hospitals or nursing homes in
the Berks County sector of the plume EPZ. Evacuation prioritiesi

have been established for ambulances located within, or
serving, the plume EPZ, and those located outside, and not

: serving, the EPZ.

The evacuation time for the risk hospitals and designated
nursing homes in Montgomery County and Phoenixville Hospital,
in Chester County, are expected to be greater than that of.
the general population. Consequently, the staff and medical

| complement of these health care facilities are considered
energency workers,'and are therefore provided KI and dosimeters.

,

13
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'

Because the situation is considered serious enough that the
general public should evacuate rather than shelter, shelter-
ing provisions at the above-referenced institutions should be
discussed in further detail.

Information concerning where individuals requiring evacuation,

; by ambulance or other special vehicles are to be relocated to
*

~t
' needs to be included, where applicable, in municipal plans.

A' discussion of the estimated time it would take to evacuate
the Pennhurst Center, including mobilization, should be in-
cluded in the Pennhurst RERP. This could have a significant~

'
impact on the type of protective action that should be taken-

and is of special concern since the facility is only about
2.5 miles from the Limerick Generating Station.

j Although Appendix A to the Pennhurst Center's plan states
that transportation vehicles will be obtained from Department

; of Public Welfare institutions there ic no specific reference
; as to the soruce of such needed resources as five wheelchair
| buses, one regular 48 passenger bus, and one ambulance. This

could impact on the mobilization time discussed above.
,

'
J.10.e. I Potassium iodide (KI) tablets and dosimeters arc distributed

to the Counties along with liquid KI to all designated hospitals,

and nursing homes. Chester and Berks Counties will distribute,

j the KI to risk municipalities at Alert. It is unclear whether
: Montgomery County will predistribute KI to their municipalities
| or whether they will issue it at the Alert stage, as well.
; Please clarify.

Chester County has determined the number of dosimetry /KI kits
: necessary for emergency workers, while the Montgomery and

Berks County lists are incomplete at present. In Berks County,: ,

the method of distribution is unclear - will 'the County deliver
the material to the risk municipalities or will they travel l

' to the County distribution point for pickup?

; An adequate supply of dosimetry and KI is not currently avail-
able. The Regional Office should be informed when a supply,

has been obtained and distributed.
.

! J.10.f. A Potassium iodide will not be administered to the general
public and should be taken by emergency workers only on the !i

i order of the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of {' Health.
|
.

|-

t .
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According to Appendix 16 (Radiological Exposure Control) to,

Annex E, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Disaster Operations
Plan, the decision criteria that BRP and the PA Secretary of
Health will utilize in determining whether or not to use KI
include radioiodine dose projections, exposure savings, drug
risk factors and incident assessment information. The Pro-,

~

tective Action Guides for Emergency Workers, including thyroid
gland exposure, are also contained in the County plans.

!
'

'
J.10.g. I The principal means of relocation in the event of an evacu-

ation associated with an incident at Limerick is the private
automobile, augmented by other transportation. Information
is incomplete regarding the number of buses and ambulances
available for evacuation. This is essential information as

* *

it is estimated that 317 buses and 30 mabulances would be
; needed to transport individuals from the plume EPZ. The

necessary number of ambulances to evacuate health care facil-
ities, and the resources to meet these requirements have not;

been completely designated in the County plans. Berks County
has the most complete list. matching up buses and ambulances
to the unset needs of municipalities and school districts.'

Sufficient transportation is expected to be provided to move~

all students inside tne EPZ in one lift. However, there is
no assurance, at present, that' sufficient buses (along with

! the necessary bus drivers) exist to meet this objective as !

; the County plans reflect the fact that certain school districts
will need additional buses, while the Berks County Transporta-:

tion Resources and Requirements Summary list is blank.
,

1

j Agreements or statements of understanding remain to be ex-
ecuted with transportation providers for evacuation support.

i
4 J.10.h. A The assumption has been made that 50% of the people evacuating'

the pline exposure EPZ would nee,d mass care services. This,

breaks down to a requirement of 55,145 spaces for Mon,tgomery,;

j County residents, 28,245 spaces for Chester County residents-
and 8,545 spaces for Berks County residents. The Berks . County4

I figures on page L-1 are confusing in that they do not seem to
;

relate to the figures listed in the other two risk Counties,
j nor is it consistent with its own figures on page 8. In any
; event, adequate mass care facilities are available in the

three risk Counties along with the two support Counties of ,

'

[ Bucks and Lehigh. All mass care centers are located outside j'

a 20-mile radius of the Limerick Generating Station. '

J.10.1. I Traffic capacities of evacuation routes under emergency con-
ditions will be part of a study performed under the auspices
of the Philadelphia Electric Company. When finalised, it is

; expected that the risk Counties will review and evaluate the
findings and include them in their respective RERPs.

.

E
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J.10.J. I The Pennsylvania State Police, supported by the National
Guard and municipal police, will control access into the
plume exposure pathway EPZ during sheltering or evacuats.on.

3Access control points have been determined, including such
information as the post number, location, municipality, in-
structions, number of personnel and responsible organization.,

'

The Montgomery County listing is incomplete at present since
it has not been determined who will man most of the posts.

4

Conuideration should be given to including access control
points on the " Evacuation Plan Map" in Annex W of the County
plan.1 and Appendix J of the municipal RERPs, as it would )

'
provide a better overall essessment of the effectiveness of

: the proposed access control plan.

J.10.k. I Removal of traffic obstructions / roadway clearance / fuel resources
is the responsibility of the Public Works Officer / Group of
the three risk Counties. Municipal emergency management,

'

agencies are tasked with providing these services within
their jurisdictions.

Documentation of resources to support municipal and County.-

'
needs for dealing with potential impediments to evacuation

i is, in many cases, incomplete at present. Once all the
necessary assistance has been identified, agreements, letters
of intent, or statements of understanding will have to be
concluded, as called for in the various County and municipal
RE RPs .

| The lising of traffic control points appears to be complete ,
but the specific agency responsible for manning them has noti

i been determined in many cases.

J.10.1. . I A time estimates study for evacuation of the plume exposure:
'

pathway EPZ will be performed under the auspices of the Phila-
delphia Electric Company. When finalized, it is expected
that the risk Counties will review and evaluate the findings 1

and include them in their respective RERPs. A copy of the'
study should also be forwarded to FEMA Reginn III.

,

Estimated fleet mobilization times f,or the risk school districts
; also need to be included in Annex N to various County RERPs.

! J.12. I Upon arrival at a mass care center, evacuees will be monitored '
'

for radiation exposure upon their request or when BRP has
directed that the situation warrants it. All persons will be
registered and family units kept together if at all possible. .
Upon completion of the registration form, a copy will.beI

I forwarded to the Mass Care Coordinator at the County EOCs. A !

1

|
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Mass Care Center Registration Form has been included in the
Montgomery and Berks County plans but has not yet been placed
in the Chester County KERP. It is interesting to note that

the Montgomery County plan contains a listing of animal shelters,
( animal hospitals, veterinary clinics and boarding kennels
,

outside the plume EPZ. It is recommended tilat this information,' ~

be included in the other risk County plans since pets cannot
be sheltered at mass care centers.

Information is still incomplete regarding monitoring /
.

decontamination team assignments in the Chester and Montgomery
County RERPs and the numbers of necessary equipment in the'

Montgomery County plan.*

Consideration should be given to completing a " Decontamination
Monitoring Report Form" for each individual monitored, not
just for those who have readings of 0.05 mR/h, or more, above

; background. Background reading records are important in that;
they may serve as a legal record certifying that an individual
was free of contaeination.

|- K. Radiological Exposure Control
i

:. K.3.a. I Each emergency worker assigned tasks within the plume exposure
pathway EPZ will be provided two self-reading dosimeters, one;

CDV-730 or one DCA-622 (0-20 R) and one CDV-742 (0-200 R),
along with one thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD). An adequate
supply of dosimetry is not currently available. FEMA Region
III should be informed when a supply has been obtained and

i distributed. See element J.10.e. concerning delivery of the
dosimetry /KI kits and an incomplete listing of equipment.

*

Certain municipal plans need to include the location of the
applicable decontamination station for emergency workers.

under the " Radiological Exposure Control" section.
1

K.3.b. A Esch emergency worker is instructed to read their self-reading
dosimeters at least once every thirty minutes. They are also '

,

responsible for completing a Dosimetry-KI Report Form and
returning it to their particular organisation at the termin- ,

'

ation of their services. Each organisation will then inventory
the self-reading dosimeters and prepare a summary report of

All applicable forms and equipment will be delivered touse.
the Counties, who in turn will forward the TLDs and forms to

i FEMA. They will then be passed on to ERF, who will deliver
the TLDs to the service contractor, while BRP will retain the,

dosimetry records for analysis, reporting and storage..

I
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K.4. I Elected officials in authority may authorize, in advance,
volunteer emergency workers to exceed the protective action

~
guidelines (25 Rea whole body exposure) to a maximum of 75;

Ren for a life-saving mission. This is intended to avoid
delays in performing a necessary life-saving mission. However,

this element calls for a decision chain for authorizing emer--
,

- gency workers to incur exposures in excess of the EPA General
! Public PAGs, i.e. 1-5 Rea whole body. Emergency workers have

been given the authority to automatically exceed the Emergency
i Worker PACS by unnamed, untitled " elected officials," except

in the case of Montgomery County which has designated the
Director as the responsible official. The elected officials
should consider the increased risks due to radiation exposure
as well as other specific guidelines delineated in the risk

|.
Counties' RERPs prior to allowing emergency workers to exceed
the General Public PAGs.

,

j In order to have positive control of worker exposure, the
, worker and his management chain should have a predetermined
} low exposure level at which a worker would: a) be relieved,

or if the job is important enough, b) be specifically author-
ized to perform his duty until a new exposure level is reached.

,!' Thus, receipt of any exposure above a pre-set level is
deliberate and planned,

i

K.5.a. A In the event of an incident at the Limerick Generating Station,
BRP will issue a statement indicating whether or not decontam-

; ination monitoring is required and PEMA will send this message
; through emergency management channels. Generally, 0.05 mR/hr,j or more, above background is the action level set by BRP
j indicating that decontamination of an individual is necessary.
t

' K.S.b. A Each Radiological Exposure Control Annex to the County RERPs
has an appendix detailing decontamination monitoring procedures.-

' *

General information includes organization at mass care centers,
equipment and personnel requirements, record keeping and ',

i progress reports, etc. Procedures for decontamination monitor-
ing teams are explained in a thorough manner, concerning the

; decontamination of people, wounds, clothing and supplies,
i instruments and equipment; disposal of contaminated wastes is
{ addressed, as well.
4

L. Medical and Public Health Support
!

L.1. I A large number of hospitals (Montgomery County - 12 Berks
! County - 3, Chester County - 5) with radiation exposure /

contamination treatment capability are referenced in the risk
County RERPs. The University of Pennsylvania Hospital has
been designated as the referral center for the entire Delaware
Valley, with the 'other hospitals serving in a backup role.

t

.

'

18,
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For Berks County, the Reading Hospital and Medical Center has
been designated as the primary treatment facility, with two e,

other hospitals as secondary treatment facilities. Although
no specific statement has been made, it is assumed that pe r-
sons providing radiation treatment at the hospitals are
adequately prepared to handle contaminated individuals. |

,

Purther information is necessary concerning the abilities of-
i

: gaergency medical service personnel to deal with contaminated |

individuals, i.e. the training that these personnel are
expected to receive.

i L.4. A Ambulance services located within or serving the plume exposure
pathway EPZ will not routinely be used for evacuation support

; to health care facilities. They would be available for the
; continued EMS coverage of their service area, including trans-
i porting victims of radiological accidents to medical support
i facilities. It is recommended that Montgomery and Chester
i Counties designate those ambulance services located within
| the plume EPZ as has been done in the Berks County RERP. See

final statement under element L.1. regarding concern over
abilities of EMS personnel to deal with contaminated individuals.

*
M. Recovery and Reentry Planning and Post Accident Operations '

i !
|; M.1. A Each County has an annex dealing with reentry, delineating
j specific responsibilities to the County staff, the municipalities,
; and the school districts, thus providing for an orderly return
; of evacuees. PEMA will advise the Counties that reentry is
j permissible, based upon technical information supplied by
1 BRP. 1
2

N. Exercises and Drills

I N. l . a. A Annex S should be updated to reflect the revised FEMA rules
~

.

j regarding exercises. Specifically, any reference to small-
*

| scale exercises should be deleted and a full participation *

; exercise including the three risk Counties, municipalities,
j school districts, etc., along with the utility should be

referenced as taking place every two years. It is expected
i that the State of Pennsylvania will participate fully at
| -Limerick as part of the rotational process among the five
i facilities located in the Commonwealth and will support the

Counties to the necessary degree when not participating fully.
i
j N.I.b. A The Counties will rely on FEMA for the development of exercise

scenarios. Once again, any reference to full- or small-scale
,

exercises should be deleted.

!
'

i
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'

The Counties (risk and support) and municipalities, and school
districts, when applicable, will take part in full partici-
pation exercises which tests as much as is reasonably
achievable. The Counties will participate, as appropriate,

i with Federal and State representatives in critique and
i evaluation activities. These critiques will be conducted by.

| Federal and/or State representatives at the conclusion of*

; each exercise.
;

N. 2. , A Communications drills test both the adequacy of communications
j N.2.a. links and response agency understanding of emergency action

levels and message content. The test involves a combination
of radio contact and telephones. A communication drill between-

the facility, State and the risk Counties will be held monthly.
*

The Counties will verify the testing of communications links
with municipalities and other response organizations within

i County jurisdiction and in testing the public alert system as
part of monthly communications drills and routine communi-
cations procedures.

N.2.c. A Medical emergency drills involve the testing of the emergency
medical services' abilities to care for a simulated contamin-,

ated offsite individual. Provisions should be made to hold
# this drill annually outside of the exercise process since it

is likely that the Counties will no longer be holding small-
j scale exercises.

N.2.d. A Radiological monitoring drills involve the testing of desig-
nated, and trained, monitoring / decontamination team members

j to effectively monitor and simulate decontamination procedures'

for a simulated off-site contaminated individual. Provisions
should be made to hold this drill annually outside of the
exercise process since it is likely that the Counties will no]

. longer be holding small-scale exercises.

N.3.a. A The risk Counties will coordinate arrangements for appropriate,

' supervision and evaluation for all drills in which the Counties
! are a participant and will rely on PENA for the development

of the full participation exercise scenario.

N.3.b. A See comments to element N.3.a.
1

N.3.c. A See comments to element N.3.a.

N.3.d. A See comments to element N.3.a.

N.3.e. A See comments to element N.3.a.

N.3.f. A See comments to element N.3.a. 1

i
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N.4. A A critique will be conducted by Federal and/or State repre-
sentatives at the conclusion of each exercise to evaluate the
ability of organizations at all levels to respond as specified
in their respective RERPs. The Counties will participate, as
appropriate, with Federal and State representatives in critique
and evaluation activities, as necessary and appropriate.,

r N.5. A Based on the results of the critique and subsequent evaluation,
the Counties will update their RERPs for the Limerick Gener-
ating Station and institute corrective actions, where needed.
They will also be responsible for coordinating assistance for
risk municipalities within their jurisdiction with updating
their RERPs for Limerick, and instituting corrective actions,
where needed.

O. Radiological Energency Response Training

0.1. I Chester County will " encourage," Montgomery County will "co-
ordinate and encourage," and Berks County will " ensure" the
training of appropriate individuals. It is realized that the
risk Counties cannot coerce individuals to participate in
training, but, at a minimum, they should actively promote and
coordinate the program.,

,

0.1.b. I All three risk Counties will see that radiological emergency
response training is included as part of County-sponsored

'

fire, police and ambulance / rescue training, as well as for
municipal emergency management officials. Montgomery County
also states that training will be offered to health care,
school and special facilities staff while Berks and Chester
Counties will offer training to those departments and organ-
izations which have autual aid agreements with risk munici-
palities, departments and organizations. The three risk

- County plans should be revised to reflect that training will
be available for all the above-referenced organizations. One
County should not be offering training to more groups than ,
the other Counties as all the organisations named are
critical to an emergency response.

The Montgomery County RERP states that their training will
include information on radiation, nuclear generation, RERP
procedures , and dosimeters and radioprotective drugs. The
other Counties' plans do not address the content of their
training programs.

o.4. A A listing of training courses that the risk Counties and
municipalities will participate in (sponsored by the Federal
and State goverreents and the Philadelphia Riectric Company)
is listed in Annen R of the respective County RERFs. The

|

.
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4

number of spaces needed in the various courses for both

; initial and replacement training is not complete, in all
cases.

0.4.c. I Although this element is listed as N/A in the cross-reference,
Annex R. Section III.A. of the Montgomery County RERP acknowl-.,

; edges that additional training in monitoring / decontamination
procedures will be coordinated for appropriate emergency
workers. Since this is an important part of the total emer-
gency response effort, all three risk Counties should make
plans to provide training to monitoring / decontamination

i personnel.
1.
! 0.4.d. A See comments to element 0.4.a.
:
'

O.4.f. I See comments to element 0.1.b.

0.4.g. A See comments to element 0.4.a.<

i

| 0.4.h. A See comments to element 0.4.a.
4

| 0.4.j . A See comments to element 0.4.a.
!.

0.5. I All risk Counties recognize that training for radiological!

| emergency response is an ongoing activity. Refresher train-
| ing is anticipated for County and municipal personnel who
i have received initial training. Montgomery County calls for

initial and refresher training annually, Chester County calls
for refresher training on an annual basis while Berks County
talks about refresher training on a periodic basis. Con-

! sistency on this issue is needed between the three County
| RERPs.

{ P. Responsibility for the Planning Effort: Development,.

Periodic Review and Distribution of Emergency Plans

I i
j P.1. A Since it is assumed that individuals responsible for the

planning effort would be considered " appropriate County and-

i municipal personnel" expected to participate in training '

! activities, this element has been adequately addressed. Also
see comments to element 0.1.,

4

) P.2. A The respective County Commissioners have appointed a Director
| and/or Coordinator who is responsible for the development and
; implementation of their RERP and for ensuring that it is
| consistent with the Consonwealth's RERP and is also consistent
: with and supported by municipal RERPs for each municipality
; loested within the plume EPZ. The Director and/or. Coordinator

reviews and updates the plan on an annual basis..

!

;
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P.3. A See comments to element P.2.

P.4. A Although Chester County states that their Director reviews
and updates their plan on an annual basis and certifies the
review to PEMA, the other two risk Counties call for an ex-
panded role of coordination of any changes with PEMA, school

,

districts , special f acilities, other Counties, and municipal-
ities within the plume EPZ. The municipal and school district
plans establish the municipal EMC and the Superintendent of
Schools, respectively, as the individual responsible for the
annual review. Based upon exercise critiques, the Counties

4

will assist the risk municipalities within their jurisdiction
'

in instituting corrective actions, where needed.

P.S. A As revisions are made, revised and dated pages will be pro-
vided to all individuals and agencies listed as holding RERP
copies. A " Record of Chages" page will be used to keep sun-
mary records of all changes to date. Whenever appropriate,
revised pages will be marked where changes have been unde.

P.6. A Each risk County plan contains two annexes detailing Support-
ing Plans and Implementing Procedures and Municipal Plans,

,

while the risk municipalities RERPs also have a listing of
; Supporting Plans.
1

-

P.7. A The various plans contain detailed annexes , appendices, and
attachments containing information on procedures required to
implement the plan.i

' P.8. A The various plans contain tables of contents and the risk
County RERPs are cross-referenced to the criteria of NUREG-
0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1.;

i P.10. I Provisions have been made in many, but not all, cases to-

' update telephone numbers quarterly. Critical areas where
this has been omitted include municipal contacts, transpor *
tation resources, special facilities, industrial v d utility
contacts, etc. It is realized that in most instances, tele-

; phone numbers remain stable for long periods of time. There
i have, however, been incidents during RERP exercises where

contact could not be made because of an out-of-date telephone
listing, specially in the area of municipal emergency
management coordinators.

,

|
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